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Abstract

Over the past two decades there have been
significant advances in our understanding of
both the anatomy and function of the
melanopsin system. It has become clear that
rather than acting as a simple irradiance
detector the melanopsin system is in fact far
more complicated. The range of behavioural
systems known to be influenced by
melanopsin activity is increasing with time,
and it is now clear that melanopsin
contributes not only to multiple non-image
forming systems but also has a role in visual
pathways. How melanopsin is capable of
driving so many different behaviours is
unclear, but recent evidence suggests that
the answer may lie in the diversity of
melanopsin light responses and the
functional specialisation of photosensitive
retinal ganglion cell (pRGC) subtypes.
In this review, we shall overview the
current understanding of the melanopsin
system, and evaluate the evidence for the
hypothesis that individual pRGC subtypes
not only perform specific roles, but are
functionally specialised to do so. We
conclude that while, currently, the available
data somewhat support this hypothesis, we
currently lack the necessary detail to
fully understand how the functional
diversity of pRGC subtypes correlates
with different behavioural responses, and
ultimately why such complexity is required
within the melanopsin system. What we are
lacking is a cohesive understanding of
how light responses differ between the
pRGC subtypes (based not only on
anatomical classification but also
based on their site of innervation); how these
diverse light responses are generated,
and most importantly how these responses

relate to the physiological functions they
underpin.
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The role of melanopsin in multiple non-image
forming (NIF) and image forming pathways

Over the last 10–15 years, it has become clear
that in addition to rods and cones, the
mammalian retina contains a third class of
ocular photoreceptor based upon a small
number of photosensitive retinal ganglion cells
(pRGCs) that express the blue-light sensitive
vitamin A-based photopigment melanopsin
(OPN4)1–3 (for reviews see Hankins et al,4

Hughes et al,5 and Do and Yau6). In the years
following their identification, it has become clear
that melanopsin expressing pRGCs contribute to
a wide and diverse range of non-image forming
(NIF) responses to light including circadian
entrainment,7,8 the pupillary light response
(PLR),9 negative masking of locomotor
activity,10 the regulation of sleep–wake
states,11–14 photophobia, and light aversion,15,16

while also influencing mood-related behaviours
and cognitive functions.17 More recently it has
become clear that melanopsin contributes not
only to a range of NIF pathways but also
performs multiple roles in image forming visual
pathways. Melanopsin provides visual centres
with information regarding overall levels of
environmental light, and performs roles
in irradiance coding and brightness
discrimination,18–20 contrast detection,21 and
adaptation of visual responses.22 Melanopsin
also acts as an irradiance detector for the
retina,22,23 providing measures of overall
illuminance and facilitating the adaptation of
cone photoresponses under bright-light
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conditions.22,24 Intraretinal signalling from pRGCs is also
known to influence the activity of dopaminergic amacrine
cells,25–27 and displaced AII amacrine cells.28 During
development, melanopsin-driven light responses
influence the nature of calcium waves that spread across
the developing retina and promote the segregation and
refinement of retinofugal projections29 (see also, Kirkby
and Feller30) and also regulate the formation and
patterning of retinal blood vessels that ultimately
influence retinal cell numbers.31 Based on this ever
growing body of evidence it is now clear that the
melanopsin system is far more complex than first realised,
providing light information to a wide number of
physiological systems and performing a number of
different functional roles. How melanopsin signalling is
capable of driving so many different behaviours is
unclear, but the currently available evidence suggests that
the answer may lie in the functional diversity of pRGC
subtypes.

Subtypes of pRGC

It is now clear that pRGCs are not a uniform
homogeneous population, but instead comprises a
number of anatomically and functionally distinct cell
subtypes (Figure 1a). To date at least five distinct
subtypes of pRGC have been identified, termed M1–M5-
type pRGCs.1,2,32–35 These cells show differences in
morphology and retinal connections, and exhibit light
responses with markedly different kinetics and
sensitivities (Figure 1b) (for review see Hughes et al5 and
Schmidt et al36). Currently available data also indicate that
the different pRGC subtypes innervate distinct regions of
the brain32–34,37–39 (Figure 1c), and would therefore seem
to be tasked with performing different physiological roles
(for review see Schmidt et al36,40). However, the
innervations of each class of pRGC are only partially
resolved, and the specific roles performed by each class of
pRGC are yet to be fully determined.
The first class of pRGC identified were M1-type

pRGCs, characterised by high levels of melanopsin
expression and stratification of their dendrites in the OFF
sublamina of the inner plexiform layer (IPL).1,2,32,41

M2-type pRGCs express significantly lower levels of
melanopsin compared with M1-type pRGCs, and have
more complex dendritic fields that stratify exclusively in
the ON sublamina of the IPL.32,34,35,42 M3-type pRGCs are
rarer than either M1 or M2-type cells, and show a
bistratified morphology with dendrites present in both
the ON and OFF layers of the IPL,42,43 and show an
intermediary level of melanopsin expression compared to
M1 - and M2-type cells.42 The anatomy of M4 - and M5
cells is grossly similar to M2-type cells, having dendrites
confined to the ON layer of the IPL, but these cell types

are distinguished based on the size and complexity of
their dendritic fields, and in the case of M4 cells their large
soma size.33 Most characteristically, M4 - and M5-type
pRGCs express levels of melanopsin too low to be reliably
detected by conventional immunostaining methods,33,42,44

and are typically identified by visualisation of fluorescent
reporters within Opn4. Cre-based transgenic mouse
models33,44,45 or following signal amplification
techniques.39

Innervations of pRGC subtypes

The projections of M1-type pRGCs have been well
documented, using Opn4.tau.LacZ mice that selectively
label M1-type pRGCs,2,32 showing that these cells
innervate a number of key brain areas associated with
NIF functions, including (but not limited to) the
suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), intergeniculate leaflet,
olivary pretectal nucleus (OPN), ventrolateral preoptic
area, ventral lateral geniculate nucleus, medial amygdala,
lateral habenula, and the superior colliculus (SC).32

Subsequent studies using Opn4.Cre mice have allowed
the combined innervations of M1–M5-type pRGCs to be
studied,33,37 and identified a number of additional brain
regions that receive input exclusively from non-M1
pRGCs, including the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus
(dLGN), the core region of the OPN, and additional
innervations of the SC.33 However, these Opn4.Cre-based
models do not allow the separation of projections from
the different pRGC subtypes, as such the regions of the
brain innervated specifically by M2, M3, M4, and M5
types pRGCs remain largely undetermined. Some
information is available from studies using retrograde
labelling from key structures, including the SCN, OPN,
and SC, showing that the SCN is innervated primarily by
M1-type pRGCs (80%) with lower innervations by M2-
type cells (20%),34 the OPN receives input from both M1
(55%, mainly shell region) and M2 cells (45%, mainly core
region),34 whereas the SC receives input from M1–M5
cells,46 and the dLGN is innervated primarily by M4-type
pRGCs but also receives input from other
non-M1 pRGCs but not M1-type pRGCs.39

Physiological roles performed by pRGC subtypes

Although it may be logical to conclude that different
pRGC subtypes mediate different responses to light on
the basis of their anatomical projections (for review see
Schmidt et al36), in most cases the roles performed by
specific classes of pRGC remain undetermined. To date
only one study has shown a direct link between distinct
populations of pRGCs and behavioural responses.38 Chen
et al38 show that M1-type pRGCs that innervate the SCN
and OPN are two molecularly distinct subtypes of
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M1-type pRGCs, distinguished by their differential
expression of the transcription factor Brn3b. Brn3b-
negative M1 pRGCs that project to the SCN are capable of
driving circadian entrainment following the genetic
ablation of all other pRGCs (Brn3b-positive and including
M1–M5 pRGCs).38 The ablation of all Brn3b-positive M1–
M5 pRGCs was also shown to disrupt the PLR, yet, given
the widespread loss of pRGC subtypes using this
approach, it is not possible to conclude from this study
which class of pRGC mediates the PLR or other
behaviours. However, the timeline with which M1 cells
innervate the shell of the OPN coincides with the
development of the PLR,37 and the selective ablation of

M1-type pRGCs has been shown to severely impair the
PLR.47 Therefore it would seem that the PLR is driven by
M1-type pRGCs, and thus distinct subsets of M1-type
pRGCs are responsible for driving circadian entrainment
and the PLR. Unfortunately, the roles performed by other
classes of pRGC are less clear.
At present there is little information available regarding

the behavioural responses supported by M2-type pRGCs,
or indeed M3 or M5-type pRGCs. There is, however, some
data concerning the potential roles performed by M4-type
pRGCs. The nature and properties of light responses
recorded from cells within the dLGN have suggested a
role for melanopsin in encoding changes in background

Figure 1 (a) Innervations of M1–M5 type pRGCs in the mouse brain as revealed by intravitreal delivery of AAV2 viral vectors
containing lox.STOP.lox.mCherry into the retina of Opn4.Cre mice. (b) Images showing the morphology of pRGC subtypes of the mouse
retina. M1, M2, and M3-type pRGCs are labelled using anti-melanopsin antibodies. M4 - and M5-type pRGCs are identified by
expression of EYFP in Opn4.Cre.EYFP mice and the lack of detectable melanopsin labelling. (c) Examples of types III and II melanopsin
responses recorded from the adult mouse retina using multiple electrode arrays, typical of M1 - and non-M1-type pRGCs, respectively.
Black bars indicate duration of light pulse (30 s, 480 nm, 15.1 log photons/cm2/s). dLGN, dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus; GCL,
ganglion cell layer; IGL, intergeniculate leaflet; INL, inner nuclear layer; IPL, inner plexiform layer; OFF, OFF layer of the inner
plexiform layer; ON, ON layer of the inner plexiform layer; OPN, olivary pretectal nucleus; SCN, suprachiasmatic nucleus; vLGN,
ventral lateral geniculate nucleus.
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illumination and brightness detection18–20 and the
modulation of visual responses, with melanopsin
reportedly driving adaptation of visual responses,
modulating visual feature selectivity and facilitating a
more reliable encoding of complex visual signals.22,23

Based on retrograde labelling studies, it would seem that
M4-type pRGCs project almost exclusively to the dLGN,39

and would, therefore, seem to be predominantly tasked
with providing input to visual pathways. In keeping with
this hypothesis, M4-type pRGCs have now been
identified as a subset of alpha ON ganglion cells,21,39 a
type of retinal ganglion cell known to be involved in the
processing of visual information and contrast
sensitivity.21 However, the dLGN also receives input from
other non-M1-type pRGCs,39 and thus, it has been
difficult to determine the specific contribution of each
pRGC subtype to these responses.

Diversity of melanopsin light responses

Although available data are incomplete, it does seem
likely that distinct subpopulations of pRGCs are
responsible for performing distinct physiological roles.
But why is such complexity necessary? Why are multiple
subtypes of pRGC required? Why can the different target
structures not receive information from a uniform class of
pRGC? An intriguing hypothesis is that the functional
properties of each class of pRGC are specialised for the
physiological roles that they perform. The type of light
information required to drive different behaviours is
likely not the same, and thus the pRGCs that innervate
each distinct brain area may exhibit different functional
properties in order to meet these demands. From early
Ca2+ imaging-based studies, it was clear that multiple
types of light response are observed from pRGCs of the
mouse retina, including transient, sustained, and
repetitive responses.48 Multiple response types were also
subsequently identified using multiple electrode array
recordings from postnatal mouse retina, termed Type I;
sensitive with slow onset and fast offset; Type II,
insensitive with slow onset and slow offset; and Type III,
sensitive with rapid onset and very slow offset.49

However, only Type II and Type III responses are
observed in the adult mouse retina49 (Figure 1c). The
subsequent identification of multiple pRGC subtypes has
provided an attractive model to explain these multiple
response types, yet a decade after these initial
observations we are now only just beginning to
understand the diversity of pRGC light responses and
correlate these responses profiles with specific subtypes
of pRGC.

pRGC subtypes exhibit light responses with differing
kinetics

All pRGC subtypes generate melanopsin based ‘intrinsic’
light responses, as well as receiving synaptically driven
‘extrinsic’ light responses from the rods and cones of the
outer retina.33,35,44,50–56 In keeping with their high levels
of melanopsin expression, M1-type pRGCs exhibit
intrinsic light responses with markedly higher sensitivity
than the other pRGC subtypes, with the light induced
photocurrents of M1 cells showing a lower threshold of
activation (~10-fold more sensitive), higher maximal
amplitude, and faster onset of response compared with
M2-type pRGCs.33,35,43,46 Initial studies indicated that M2
cells receive greater levels of excitatory input from rods
and cones, when compared with M1 cells,55 with these
findings suggesting that input from the outer retina exerts
more influence on the light responses of M2 cells than M1
cells.55 However, subsequent studies have reported that
the levels of excitatory input do not differ significantly
among pRGC subtypes, including M1–M5-type pRGCs.50

Despite differences in their patterns of stratification, the
ON pathway forms the dominant excitatory synaptic
input to M1–M5-type pRGCs,35,46,52,55,57,58 and includes
input from rods and both cone types of the mouse
retina.50 M1-type pRGCs also receive low levels of
excitatory and inhibitory input from the OFF
pathway.46,52 The initial study of M4- and M5-type cells
reported only minimal levels of intrinsic light responses,
with both cell types showing photocurrents that were
smaller in amplitude and lower in sensitivity than those
of M2-type pRGCs. These findings were explained on the
basis of the very low levels of melanopsin expressed
within M4- and M5-type cells.33 However, subsequent
studies have reported that the intrinsic light responses of
M4- and M5-type pRGCs are similar in sensitivity to those
of M2-type pRGCs46 (and attribute these differences in
results to the different methods used to identify
fluorescently labelled cells prior to study), although
these cell types do show characteristic differences
in peak amplitude of response and latency to peak
response.46

Correlation of pRGC subtypes with response types

Despite their significantly larger photocurrents, it is worth
noting that M1-type pRGCs exhibit maximal action
potential spike firing rates that are notably lower than
those of M2, M3, M4, and M5-type pRGCs,46,59 an
observation that is potentially explained by the increased
propensity of M1 cells to attain a state of depolarisation
block during light responses.33,35,52 Recent patch clamp
studies focusing on the spike firing output elicited by each
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of the different pRGC subtypes suggest that the light
responses recorded from pRGCs of the adult mouse retina
can be broadly split into M1- and non-M1-type responses,
with the responses of M1 cells being ‘sensitive, small in
amplitude, with a fast onset’, and the responses of M2,
M3, M4, and M5 cells being much more similar, with
responses that are ‘less sensitive, large in amplitude, with
a slow onset’.46,59 Studies in the rat have also confirmed
the existences of at least five subtypes of pRGCs, with
anatomical and biophysical properties similar to murine
pRGCs, albeit with a slightly greater diversity of light
responses observed between M2- and M5-type cells.59 It is
also worth noting that at least two distinct populations of
pRGC have also been described in the primate retina with
similarities to M1- and non-M1-type pRGCs.51,60,61

However, to date, the functional properties of these cell
types has not been investigated in detail.
Based on the properties of light responses recorded

from defined pRGC subtypes it would seem likely that
M1 cells correspond to the originally described Type III
responses (sensitive with rapid onset and very slow
offset),49 and that M2–M5-type cells combined represent
Type II responders (insensitive with slow onset and slow
offset).49 Recently it has been reported that M4 cells
express much higher levels of melanopsin during
postnatal development, and at these time points elicit
light responses consistent with the properties of Type I
responses.62 The significant down regulation of
melanopsin expression within M4 cells during
development would, therefore, seem to explain the loss of
Type I responses in the adult retina.49,62 Combined, these
observations provide a potential explanation for the
variety or light responses observed in the adult and
postnatal retina. However, it is clear that this is not the
complete story. There is significant heterogeneity
observed between light responses of the same subtype,
with Type II responders and Type III responders both
showing sustained (slow offset) and persistent (very slow
offset) responses.62 Significant differences in rates of
adaptation and response recovery are also observed
between individual pRGCs and pRGC subtypes.63,64 Most
strikingly, it is evident that light responses with markedly
different properties can be generated within individual
pRGCs depending on levels of dopamine signalling,65

activation of cAMP second messenger systems,66 light
history and the wavelength of light.67 Responses of
pRGCs may also be spectrally tuned depending on their
location in the retina.39,44 Thus it seems plausible that
individual pRGCs are capable of generating responses
with different properties under specific conditions,
significantly adding to the diversity of signals generated
by melanopsin signalling.

How is diversity achieved—the current model of
melanopsin signalling fails to account for the diversity
of light responses

Based on these observations it is clear that melanopsin
signalling is a diverse and dynamic phenomenon,
resulting in cellular light responses (and outputs) with
markedly different kinetics. However, to date the cellular
basis for generating these different response profiles and
their physiological functions remain undetermined.
The mechanisms of phototransduction in melanopsin
expressing pRGCs are known to be markedly different
from that of rod and cone photoreceptors. The stimulation
of melanopsin leads to the activation of a membrane
bound signalling cascade involving Gq/11 type
G-proteins, activation of PLCβ4 and ultimately the
opening of downstream TRP type ion channels, TRPC6
and TRPC7.49,68–73 However, this model describes only
the basic core components of what is likely to be a far
more complicated signalling pathway and fails to account
for the multiple types of photoresponse observed from
individual pRGCs. It is currently unclear to what extent
the precise mechanisms of melanopsin phototransduction
are conserved between different pRGC subtypes, with the
majority of detailed analysis performed to date conducted
on M1-type pRGCs.68,69,71

A role for OPN4L and OPN4S in generating functional
diversity?

There is clearly potential for significant diversity in the
melanopsin phototransduction cascade. Two distinct
isoforms of melanopsin have been identified, generated
by alternative splicing of the melanopsin gene.74 The
resulting short (OPN4S) and a long (OPN4L) isoforms of
melanopsin differ only in their C-terminal tails, with
bioinformatic analysis indicating that the longer tail of
OPN4L contains additional phosphorylation sites.74 These
sites may confer functional differences to OPN4L and
OPN4S, most likely influencing rates of adaptation,
de-activation, and recovery as has been shown for other G
protein coupled receptors,75,76 including rhodopsin.77

Significantly, the OPN4S and OPN4L isoforms are
differentially expressed in subtypes of pRGC and may
provide a mechanism for generating different response
profiles within these cell types. M1- and M3-type pRGCs
express both OPN4S and OPN4L, whereas only OPN4L is
detected within M2-type cells.74,78 Unfortunately, because
of the low levels of melanopsin expressed with M4- and
M5-type cells, it has not been possible to determine the
isoforms of melanopsin expressed within these cells.
Recent studies have shown that silencing of OPN4L

and or OPN4S expression in vivo exerts differential effects
on a range of NIF responses.79 Silencing of OPN4S alone
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is sufficient to disrupt the PLR, whereas silencing of both
OPN4S and OPN4L is necessary to attenuate the phase-
shifting of locomotor activity and the induction of sleep.
By contrast, negative masking was attenuated by
silencing of only OPN4L, with no apparent dependence
on OPN4S. The differential expression of OPN4S and
OPN4L isoforms within pRGC subtypes offers a potential
mechanism for this effect, and would therefore indicate
that OPN4S expressing M1-type cells are responsible for
driving phase shifts, circadian entrainment and pupil
constriction, whereas M2-type pRGCs (and potentially
other classes of non-M1-type pRGC) that lack expression
of OPN4S likely mediates negative masking. However,
the PLR and circadian entrainment are both known to be
driven by M1-type pRGCs,38 yet disruption of phase
shifts and entrainment required silencing of both OPN4S
and OPN4L, whereas the PLR was inhibited by silencing
of only OPN4S, with no apparent additive effect of also
silencing OPN4L.79 Based on these observations it is
possible that OPN4S and OPN4L are capable of driving
different biochemical signals within pRGCs, influencing
cellular output, and ultimately contributing to specific
behavioural responses.

Conclusions

It is now clear that the melanopsin system is far more
complex than first envisaged. Multiple subtypes of pRGC
are now known to exist, with these cell types capable of
generating light responses with differing properties, and
seemingly tasked with performing distinct physiological
roles. However, despite major advances in our
understanding of the anatomy, physiology, and function
of the melanopsin photoreceptor system, key issues
remain unresolved. The nature of inputs received by
different target structures is incomplete, with the
innervations of each class of pRGC only partially
resolved. We also lack the complete details of how light
responses differ between pRGC subtypes, not just based
on their morphological subtype but also based on their
sites of innervation, and thus we know relatively little
about the specific nature of light signals that are projected
to different target structures. For example, it is unclear to
what extent the properties of light responses vary
between the distinct subclasses of M1-type pRGCs that
project to the SCN and the OPN, and how these responses
may be tailored to meet the different physiological roles
performed by these cells. Indeed it should be noted that in
total, pRGC innervations are detected for as many as 32
distinct brain regions,32,33,80 and in the majority of these
cases the subtypes of pRGCs innervating these areas, and
the specific properties of light responses transmitted to
these regions has received little attention. There are also
significant gaps in our understanding of the melanopsin

phototransduction signalling pathway. The current model
is clearly incomplete and fails to account for the diversity
of light responses observed from individual pRGCs.
Defining the nature of pRGC innervations to specific
regions of the brain, and understanding the nature of light
information transmitted to these target structures is
essential to better understand the roles of melanopsin in
NIF behaviours, visual pathways and human physiology.
If this extraordinary light detecting system of the eye is to
be understood at any meaningful level, then we must
move beyond generalisations to a precise mechanistic
understanding.
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